Rich
<<<<<<<<RESUME MISSION>>>>>>>>>
Lt. Peters
::In command chair of battle bridge::
Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::enters office in sickbay::
Cmdr. Richter III
@::walks with Lamar and AT towards village::
Lamar
@:::On Planet leading these new lot to the village ::
LtJG. Quchant
::at OPS station on Battle Bridge running Diags on FCO and OPS systems::
LtJG. Tharrn
@::on the planets surface::
Ens. Pang
::@desperately trying to behave normally ... stompin along behind Richter , Lenor and Tharrn::
Cmdr. Richter III
@::looks at Pang::
Lt. Lenor
@::makes sure universal translator is on::
Lt. Varek
::checks current sensor readings, searching for evidence of Romulans::
Capt. Brinn
::starting to come out of meditation, wondering what is going on aboard the ship::
Cmdr. Richter III
::drops back abit and sidels up to Pang::
Ens. Pang
@::sits down in the path ... decides to ignore everyone::
Lt. Lenor
@::scans Pang again.... wonders what could be wrong::
LtJG. Quchant
::tries to concentrate on work...whilst thinking of a certain away team member::
LtJG. Tharrn
@::walks next to Lamar::
Lt. Peters
Bridge Crew:  Status reports.
Cmdr. Richter III
@Pang: Are you okay?
Lamar
@:::approaches outer marker to village :::
LtJG. Quchant
Peters: OPS and FCO 100% Sir
Ens. Pang
@::hammers ground with fist::
Capt. Brinn
::considers succumbing again to slumber, but afraid of nightmares::
Lt. Varek
::checks transporter lock on away team signals::
Capt. Brinn
::rises::
Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::going over medical reports::
Lt. Peters
Quchant:  Excellent.  Be prepared for anything while we're here in the neutral zone.
Lamar
@::::Hears nosie behind and stops and turns :::
Cmdr. Richter III
@Lamar, Tharrn and Lenor: You all go ahead, I'll be right there soon
Ens. Pang
@::notices Richter ... ignores him::
LtJG. Tharrn
@Lamar: Don't worry about her. She'll be OK.
Ens. Pang
@::turns round on ground to face away from Richter::
Lamar
@Richter: It is ok we will wait 
LtJG. Quchant
Peters: Yes, Sir..I am starting to liase with your Engineers to try and discover the severity of the plasma leak
Lt. Varek
Peters: Tactical on standby, Sir. We are prepared for any threat.
Lt. Lenor
@ XO: yes sir..... my scanner is not picking up anything that could be causing this.
Cmdr. Richter III
@Pang: What si wrong with you Ensign?
Lt. Peters
Varek:  Acknowledged Lt.
Ens. Pang
@::gets up suddenly and kicks Richter's leg::
Capt. Brinn
#Peters:  Brinn here.  Status update?
Lt. Peters
Quchant:  Keep me aprised of the leak.
LtJG. Tharrn
@::nods at Lamar and heads back to Pangs position::
LtJG. Quchant
Peters: Sir
Ens. Pang
@Richter:; Get away from me you thing!
Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::leaves office and check with nurse on AT's bio sensors::
Cmdr. Richter III
@Pang: Your behaviour could be dangerous to you and this mission, Im going to have you beamed back to the Seleya
Lt. Peters
#Captain:  Nothing new captain....
LtJG. Tharrn
@Pang: Shhhhhhhh... slowly...slowly.. we are your friends.
Capt. Brinn
::moves around cabin, changing into fresh uniform, washing face::
Lt. Peters
#Captain:  We are in standard orbit around Viran..
Lamar
@:::Waits with interest as they talk to each other ::
Ens. Pang
@::kicks out at Richter again ... and falls over::
Lt. Varek
::calculates the most likely attack vector that would be taken by a cloaked Romulan, then notices something on scanners::
Cmdr. Richter III
@{#} Seleya: come in please, Richter here
Capt. Brinn
#Peters:  Good; keep me posted.  I should be back on duty shortly.
Ens. Pang
@::bursts into tears ... and screams::
Lt. Peters
#Richter:  Peters here.  Go ahead.
Lt. Lenor
@::sees that Lamar wants to wait..... goes back over to Pang::
Lt. Peters
#Captain:  Acknowledged
LtJG. Tharrn
@Richter: you can't beam her now...
Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::notices Pangs reading are off a bit::
Lt. Varek
Peters: Sir, I have detected an unknown object approximately three meters in length orbiting the planet
Cmdr. Richter III
@Seleya: Beam Ensign Pang to sickbay, immediately
LtJG. Quchant
<Ens. Youfixit>: report with your team to TL station 2...inform me when you are there....Make sure you are in environmental suits
LtJG. Tharrn
@Richter: I could try to distract Lamar.
Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::thinking it must be stress::
Ens. Pang
@::gets up and tries to attack Tharrn::
Lt. Peters
Quchant:  Beam her aboard.
LtJG. Tharrn
@::backs away::
Lt. Peters
Varek:  Analysis
Cmdr. Richter III
@Tharrn: take care of Lamar, I'll be right there
LtJG. Quchant
Peters: Sir...::energizes:: {transport}
Lt. Lenor
@::grabs Pang.... tries to stop her::
Capt. Brinn
::looks at self in mirror::  
Ens. Pang
@::goes rigid with rage...::
Lt. Varek
Peters: The object is of Romulan origin and appears to be a container of some sort, sir
LtJG. Quchant
{transporter}
LtJG. Tharrn
@::walks to a position between Pang and Lamar::
Lt. Peters
#XO:  What's happening commander?
LtJG. Quchant
<sorry>
Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::orders nurse to keep an eye on readings and let me know if they change::
Capt. Brinn
#Doctor:  With your approval, I'd like to return to duty.
Cmdr. Richter III
@::notices Pang disappear::
Lamar
$:::notices Tharn approaching ::
Lt. Peters
Varek:  Is there anything inside?
LtJG. Tharrn
@Lamar: Let's proceed. The others will follow.
Lt. Varek
Peters: scanning now, sir
Ens. Pang
@::attempts to bite Lenor - but is suddenly on the ship::
Lt. (Doc) Praxton
#Captain: let me come by and do a check on you, brt.
Lt. Varek
::concentrates scans on object::
LtJG. Quchant
{#}Praxton: Ens. Pang is in TR2
Cmdr. Richter III
@::turns and heads back to AT and Lamar::
Lamar
@Tharm: as you will
Capt. Brinn
#acknowledged.
Lt. Peters
#XO:  Sir, what is going on down there?
Lt. Lenor
@::follows AT::
Lt. (Doc) Praxton
#Quchant: on my way
Ens. Pang
::suddenly wonders where she is::
Cmdr. Richter III
@::joins AT and Lamar::
Capt. Brinn
::waits impatiently::
Lt. Lenor
@::wonders what is going on::
LtJG. Tharrn
@Lamar: Tell me about your village.
Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::leaves sickbay and runs to TR@::
LtJG. Quchant
::monitors TR2....just in case::
Lt. (Doc) Praxton
<2>
Lamar
@:::Leads the way into the village to the Tavern::::
Cmdr. Richter III
@lamar: my friend has gone off to another village, shall we proceed
Ens. Pang
::wonders how she got here::
Lt. Peters
::Looks at Varek waiting sensor report::
Lt. (Doc) Praxton
#Captain: I'll be with you in a few mins, I have to see to Pang first.
Lt. Varek
Peters: I cannot determine the contents of the container without launching a probe
Cmdr. Richter III
@::looks at Tharrn and Lenor::
Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::enters TR2::
Capt. Brinn
::taps foot, the doctor was coming here?::
Lamar
@Tharn : It is not much , I suppose we grow and sell OIYH<untranslatable > 
Lt. Peters
Varek:  Do it. 
LtJG. Tharrn
@::looks worried::
LtJG. Quchant
Peters: Sir, do you want me to plot a suitable orbit so we get a better sensor reading of the object?
Capt. Brinn
#Peters: What is going on?
Lt. Lenor
@::gives XO a worried look::
Cmdr. Richter III
Lenor: I'll leave it to you to do passive scans, be descreet
Ens. Pang
::sees Doctor Praxton:  Doctor: how did I get here?
Lt. Varek
::launches probe to approach the container and scan it's contents from closer range::
Capt. Brinn
#Doctor?
Ens. Pang
Praxton:  I was on Viran ...
Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::rushes over to Pang:: Pang: you seem a little disoriented, what the problem>
Lt. Peters
#Captain.  We have just detected an object in orbit with us...
LtJG. Tharrn
@Lamar: Oh, really? Sounds like a peacefull place.
Cmdr. Richter III
@Tharrn & Lenor: be alert, okay?
Lamar
@:::Opens tavern door and signals the others to enter ::
Lt. Lenor
@XO: I definiatly will
Lt. Peters
#Captain:  Trying to analyse it now.
Lt. Peters
Quchant:  No.  Hold standard orbit.
Rich
<Melanna> ::looks up with bruised face as Lamar and some strangers enter and runs out the back door crying::
Ens. Pang
Praxton:  I feel weird ... but am ok I think ...
LtJG. Tharrn
@::enters the tavern and scans the room::
LtJG. Quchant
Peters: Yes Sir
Cmdr. Richter III
@::looks into tavern::
Rich
<sorry forgot the @>
Cmdr. Richter III
@Lamar: how many of you live here?
Lamar
@Tharn: Yes it is usually ..generally not many visitors but we have had a few this Year 
Lt. Varek
Peters: I recommend we initiate Yellow alert, considering the origins of the container, sir
Lt. (Doc) Praxton
Pang: Let's get you to sick bay and run a few tests.
Lt. Lenor
@::has tricorder in sleave... continues to scan::
Capt. Brinn
::grows slightly irritated, but realizes events might have recircumvented the CMO's activities::
Ens. Pang
Praxton: I think I should report for duty ...
Lt. Peters
Varek:  I agree.  Yellow alert.
Lt. Lenor
@::enters tavern last::
Lt. (Doc) Praxton
Pang: first sick bay and them we'll see.
Capt. Brinn
#Peters: I need an update; what is going on?
Lt. Varek
::takes Seleya to yellow alert::
LtJG. Quchant
<Ens. Youfixit> Quchant: We have arrived at TL Station 2 sir
Lamar
@Richter : Just about 600
LtJG. Tharrn
@Lamar: Visitors? Some friends of mine travelled this way. What did they look like?
Cmdr. Richter III
@Lamar: why the sudden increase in visitors?
Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::walks with Pang to sickbay::
Ens. Pang
Praxton: Aye Sir ... follows Dr. Praxton to sickbay
Lt. Varek
Peters: The container appears to be empty, sir
Lt. Peters
#Captain:  Detected an object in orbit with us.  We have gone to yellow alert until we can determine what it is.
Ens. Pang
::suddenly wants to hit Praxton ... suppresses the urge::
Lamar
@Tharn: about like you tall and with a foreign look to them :::Smiles:::
LtJG. Quchant
Peters: We have the engineering crew waiting for authorization to investigate the plasma leak
Lt. Peters
Varek:  what is the container made of?
Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::enters sickbay and orders Pang to biobed, runs scans:;
Capt. Brinn
::figures the heck with medical approval, and exits her quarters, on her way to the battle bridge::
Lt. Varek
::verifies probe readings that the container is empty::
Lt. Peters
Quchant:  OK.
Cmdr. Richter III
@::looks at Tharrn: Keep talking to him
Ens. Pang
::lies on biobed::
Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::runs some tests::
Lamar
@Richter: ...ahh who knows the hearts of the fates ??
Capt. Brinn
::enters turbolift::
Lt. Lenor
@::continues scans... still finds nothing out of the ordinary::
Ens. Pang
::wonders what is going on::
Lt. Peters
Computer:  Release seal on main bridge, authorisation Peter Alpha 3-4-1-7
LtJG. Tharrn
@::laughs:: Lamar. Well, they COULD have been it. Did they tell about their business? I'd really like to meet them again.
Capt. Brinn
::arrives on battle bridge, and enters deck::
Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::scans a bit longer, trying to figure out why her blood pressure is so high::
Cmdr. Richter III
@::walks over to Lenor::
Ens. Pang
Praxton:  I feel not normal ... emotionally not in complete control ...
Lt. Varek
Peters: The container is of relatively common composite alloy construction, though I am now detecting trace elements of chemical compound structures from within the container
Lamar
@Tharn: they left a few Days ago 
Lt. Peters
Captain:  The container appears to be empty.
Capt. Brinn
::moves to Peters::  Lt: What is going on?
Lt. Lenor
@::looks at XO coming towards her::
Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::wishes the counselor was here::
LtJG. Tharrn
@Lamar: Only a few days ago. Maybe we'll catch up with them. Where did they head to?
LtJG. Quchant
<Ens Youfixit>: Proceed to Main Bridge...and be careful
Lt. (Doc) Praxton
Pang: let me give you this to calm you down abit.
Cmdr. Richter III
@Lenor: Tharrn is doing fine talking to Lamar, can you sense anything about this place?
Lamar
@tharn : that is against custom ...he must be kin to you al not to know the customs the way you do 
Lt. Varek
Peters: For proper analysis and verification, I recommend we beam the container aboard to a scientific quarantine for inspection
LtJG. Tharrn
@::starts to feel angry about Lamar for not telling him about the Romulans::
Lt. (Doc) Praxton
Pang: then let me do a little research and I'll let you know what's wrong.
Ens. Pang
Praxton: ok ... what is it please?
Capt. Brinn
::takes the command chair::
Lt. Lenor
@XO: I have been trying..... and to tell the truth I pick up nothing.. no emotions..... nothing.... like they are not there. 
Capt. Brinn
::sits back in the command chair::
LtJG. Tharrn
@::shouts at Lamar: Lamar: Your customs don't matter to me. We take what we want where I come from.
Cmdr. Richter III
@Lenor: do you mean that all this is an .. illusion?
Capt. Brinn
::looks around battle bridge::
Lamar
@Tharn: They left after they saw that there was no trade for them here
LtJG. Quchant
CO: Sir, we have an Enginneering crew taking a look at the problem on the main bridge
Lt. (Doc) Praxton
Pang: I'm not sure what is wrong with you, let me check these reading out and you rest for a little while.
Capt. Brinn
All: All stations report.
Cmdr. Richter III
@::turns to Tharrn::
Ens. Pang
::drinks the brew ... and suddenly feels very weary::
Lt. Lenor
@XO: I don't think so.... they show on the scanners.... but I can not explain it
LtJG. Tharrn
@::looks at Richter:: Don't stare, bloke.
Lamar
@Tharn: Yes that is what they said too <EG>
Capt. Brinn
Quchant, Varek, Peters:  The situation on the planet?
Lt. Lenor
::notices Tharn getting mad::
Ens. Pang
::starts remembering a few things::
LtJG. Quchant
CO: Sorry Sir...pre-empted you again....FCO and OPS stations 100%....
Lt. Varek
CO: I have identified the container as Romulan, beaming it aboard would be the only way to verify it's contents., sir
Cmdr. Richter III
@Tharrn: What is wrong my friend
Capt. Brinn
Varek:  Can you continue scans for signs of Romulan activity?
Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::walks over to nurse to check on the rest of the AT::
LtJG. Tharrn
@::grabs Lamars sleeve:: Hey, don't talk to me this way.
LtJG. Quchant
CO: And as I said before you asked...we have engineers on the main bridge
Ens. Pang
Praxton:: Doctor ... I believe I attacked the XO and Lt Lenor ...
Capt. Brinn
Lenor reported faint traces, as I recall.
LtJG. Tharrn
@Richter: Shut up or face the consequences.
Cmdr. Richter III
@;;walks over to Lamar and Tharrn and seperates them::
LtJG. Tharrn
@Richter: And I am not your friend...
Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::overhears Pang and walks back to bio-bed::  Pang: you attacked the XO?
Ens. Pang
::worries about what might have happened::
Cmdr. Richter III
@Lamar: can you leave us a moment please
Lamar
@Reaches around and grabs Tharn up by the front of his jersey and lifts him above his head :::
Lt. Lenor
@::wonders what is going on..... unable to find any reason for there actions::
LtJG. Quchant
CO: Ens. Pang has been beamed aboard for medical reasons
Ens. Pang
Praxton:  I kicked him ... and tried to bite Lenor!
Cmdr. Richter III
@Lanor/Tharrn: we are leaving this village, NOW
Lt. Varek
CO: scans are ongoing, but there does not appear to be any Romulan activity in the area. With the exception of this odd container
LtJG. Tharrn
@::rolls up his sleeves:: Richter: Come on...
Lt. Peters
::Awaits captains orders::
LtJG. Tharrn
@Richter: Fight, if you are a man...
Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::has worried look on face:: Pang: ok, you rest, I'll get to the bottom of this, don't worry.
Cmdr. Richter III
@::looks at Lamar,: We have to go, thank you for your help
Lt. Varek
CO: I still have a lock on our away team members, but have nothing mroe to report regarding their status
Capt. Brinn
Peters:  Please supervise the investigation of the plasma leak.
Ens. Pang
Praxton:: How could I do such things ... it is totally not me!
LtJG. Tharrn
@Richter: I won't go. I stay HERE.
Lt. Peters
Captain:  Yes sir.
Lamar
@Richter : <still holding Tharn above his head > Do want this ?
Lt. Lenor
@::wonders how we are going to get Tharrn to go with::
Lt. (Doc) Praxton
:;conforts Pang:: Pang: I know, ::smiles::
LtJG. Quchant
Peters: I have sent the team onto the bridge and they have started work
Ens. Pang
Praxton :  and I remember wanting to hit you too ...
LtJG. Tharrn
@Richter: I always wanted to do this... ::hits Richter square in the guts::
Cmdr. Richter III
@::takes Lamar and ushers him outside::
Lt. (Doc) Praxton
Pang: Me?
Cmdr. Richter III
@::falls onto floor::
Lt. Varek
CO: Shall I beam the container aboard to a scientific quarantine area for evaluation?
LtJG. Tharrn
@Ohhhh... that's all COMMANDER?
Capt. Brinn
Varek: Make it so.
Ens. Pang
Praxton:  Yes Sir ... no reason for it!
Rich_AGM requests a Secure Channel.  Right-click requester's name to respond.
Cmdr. Richter III
{#}@Seleya: emergancy beam out, three members only
Rich_AGM requests a Secure Channel.  Right-click requester's name to respond.
Lt. Lenor
@::takes a bottle and hits Tharrn over the head... hoping to knock him out::
Lt. (Doc) Praxton
<nurse> Doctor: I think you'd better come here and look at the AT's readings.
Capt. Brinn
Varek: I trust you will supervise the evaluation.
Cmdr. Richter III
@::stands up and grabs hold of Tharrn::
Lt. Varek
::initiates beaming of away team back to the Seleya::
Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::walks over and checks reading:: 
LtJG. Tharrn
@::turns arround to face Lenor....and falls to the floor::
Capt. Brinn
#Richter: acknowledged.
Cmdr. Richter III
@Lenor:were going back now
Ens. Pang
Praxton:  But I feel much better now ... can I please go back to duty?
Capt. Brinn
Quchant: Beam the AT aboard ASAP
Lt. Varek
{transporter}
Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::thinks, not that's strange::
Lt. Peters
::Walks to battle bridge engineering console::
LtJG. Quchant
CO: Varek has done it already
Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::looks over to Pang:  Pang: not yet.
Cmdr. Richter III
Tharrn: report to sickbay
Lamar
:::Surprised at being on this strange vessel:::
Ens. Pang
::waits as patiently as she can ...::
Capt. Brinn
Quchant: acknowledged.
Lt. Lenor
::helps Tharrn up::
Lt. Peters
#Lt. Barnes:  Status of plasma leak?
Cmdr. Richter III
::looks at Lamar:: do not worry, follow me please
LtJG. Tharrn
@::opens one eye::
Lt. Varek
::beams container to science room 3 under quarantine force field::
Lt. (Doc) Praxton
<computer> download information from SF Medical to my console in my office.
Lamar
Richter as you say :::Puzzled :::
Ens. Pang
::worries about her friends on the AT::
LtJG. Quchant
::runs diagnostics on quarantine power protocols::
Lt. Peters
<Barnes: #Peters:  Sir, the fracture appears to be worsening.
Capt. Brinn
Varek:  Get to wherever the AT beamed to, I don't know who is there.
Cmdr. Richter III
Lenor:report to CO please
Lt. Varek
#Lt. Lenor: We have beamed a Romulan container aboard the Seleya. Please meet me in Science 3 for an evaluation of it's contents.
Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::walks into office, turns to computer screen and reads analasis::
Lt. Peters
#Barnes:  Explain.
Lt. Lenor
XO: yes sir
Lt. Varek
CO: aye, sir
LtJG. Tharrn
::groans:: Someone DID hit me...
Cmdr. Richter III
CO:can you meet me in the Obs. Lounge please
Lamar
:::following Richter :::
Lt. Varek
::realizes the container must wait, heads to meet the AT and investigate the situation there::
LtJG. Tharrn
::finally wakes up in the TR alone and with a headache::
Cmdr. Richter III
::helps Tharrn to his feet, you are going to report to Sick Bay, I'll see you later
LtJG. Quchant
::double checking power systems in Science Lab::
Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::does a litle research on Pangs condtion::
Ens. Pang
::watches through the office window from the bed as Dr. Praxton works::
Capt. Brinn
Mr. Varek:  I want security details ASAP on the AT members, til we know what is going on.
Cmdr. Richter III
::shows Lamar to Obs. Lounge::
Lt. Varek
CO: aye sir
Lt. Peters
<Barnes>: #Peters:  We need to shutdown all power to the main bridge.
Lamar
:::Enters observation Lounge :::
LtJG. Tharrn
::heads for Sickbay:::
Capt. Brinn
Peters:  You have the bridge while I discuss events with Cmdr. Richter.
Lt. Varek
::orders security teams to locate and accompany all AT members::
Cmdr. Richter III
::arrives in OL with Lamar:: have a seat Lamar
LtJG. Quchant
Peters: You need help
Ens. Pang
::wonders what went wrong ...::
LtJG. Quchant
?
LtJG. Tharrn
::walks into Sickbay, holding his head::
Lt. Peters
CO: Aye captain.
Capt. Brinn
::glances around battle bridge::
Lt. Varek
CO:shall I join you sir>
Ens. Pang
::sees Tharrn enter SB::
Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::Looks up and see's Tharrn enter sickbay::
Lt. Peters
::Assumes command post::
Lt. Lenor
::finds where CO is and goes to Battle Bridge to report::
LtJG. Tharrn
Doc: Oooohhh... something hit me from behind, Doc.
Lamar
Richter : Thanks ::::Sits and is even more amazed by what he thinks he sees :::
Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::walks out of office:: Counselor, what can I do for you,?
Capt. Brinn
Varek: No.  See to the security precautions regarding the AT.
LtJG. Quchant
Peters: Shall I take over with the Main Bridge repairs?
Ens. Pang
Tharrn:  Are you ok sir?
Lt. Peters
Quchant:  Barnes recommends we do a complete shutdown of the main bridge.  Please see to it.
Cmdr. Richter III
Lamar: do not be alarmed, you are safe
Lt. (Doc) Praxton
Tharrn: something hit you>
LtJG. Quchant
Peters: Yes Sir..
LtJG. Tharrn
::looks at Pang:: Are you OK again?
Capt. Brinn
::exits the bridge, on way to Obs Lounge::
LtJG. Tharrn
Doc: I know...
Ens. Pang
::looks anxiously at Tharrn:: Tharrn ... I think so Sir
Lt. Peters
Quchant:  Oh. and get the engineering team out.
LtJG. Quchant
::starts to pull main bridge systems off line - rerouting power to other key systems::
Lt. (Doc) Praxton
Tharrn: Hope up on the biobed, please.  Let me check you out.
Lt. Lenor
::sees CO on way to OBS lounge::  
Lt. Varek
CO: sir, Commander Richter was one of the AT members and is accompanied by someone from the planet. I must insist on being present if you are to meet them
Lamar
RIchter : I am not alarmed but I can't credit what i am seeing or at least i think I am 
Cmdr. Richter III
::looks at Lamar::
Lt. Lenor
CO: Richter said I am to report to you
Ens. Pang
::wonders why Tharrn has black eye::
Capt. Brinn
::exits TL at Obs Lounge level::
Cmdr. Richter III
Lamar: you are not safe here you Viran monster
LtJG. Tharrn
::frowns:: Pang: Please, don't call me Sir. Just say Counsellor or Tharrn. ::smiles::
LtJG. Quchant
<Lt. Barnes> Evacute the Main Bridge.....it is being shut down...
Lamar
Richter : this is like the delerium I had while I was sick for those days 
Lt. (Doc) Praxton
Tharrn: up on the biobed if you please.
Ens. Pang
Tharrn:  Aye Si.... I mean Counselor
Cmdr. Richter III
::grabs Lamar::
LtJG. Quchant
<computer>: Seal main bridge...Authorisation Quchant 3-42Alpha
LtJG. Tharrn
::salutes:: Aye, aye, doc.
Lt. Varek
::following the CO, he sees Lt. Lenor approaching::
Lamar
:::Puzzled :::
Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::smiles::
LtJG. Quchant
<Computer> Acknowledged: Shut down in 60 seconds
Capt. Brinn
::exits TL and strides toward Observation Deck::
LtJG. Tharrn
::sits on the biobed::
Lt. (Doc) Praxton
Tharrn: that's quite a black-eye you have there, how did you get that?
Cmdr. Richter III
::picks Lamar off his feet and throws him to opposite wall::
Lt. Lenor
::notices that the CO ignored me::
Lt. Peters
::Wonders why there is an object in orbit with us::
Ens. Pang
Tharrn:: Counselor ... how are the other members of the AT?
Lamar
:::Defends himself ...accidently breaking two of Richters ribs :::
Capt. Brinn
::stops, and turns::
Lt. Peters
::Is it Romulan?::
LtJG. Tharrn
Praxton: A bacl eye? I don't know... I was talking to lamar. That's the last thing I remember.
Capt. Brinn
Lt. Lenor?  I haven't much time, but what is it?
Cmdr. Richter III
::stunned then drop kisks Lamar in his face::
LtJG. Quchant
:: reroutes power from main bridge to shields and weopans, SIF and IDF::
Cmdr. Richter III
Lamar: I will kill you
Lt. Lenor
CO: Richter told me to report to you
Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::runs scans on Tharrn, see that they are similar to Pangs::
Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::thinks, what is going on here?::
Capt. Brinn
::tilts head, as she studies Lenor's face::
LtJG. Tharrn
Doc: Take that thing away...
Cmdr. Richter III
::now looking wildly at Lamar::
Lamar
::::Catches the clumsy attempt at injury and breaks Richters foot :::
Lt. Varek
::catches up with CO as she is delayed by Lenor::
Lt. (Doc) Praxton
Tharrn: Counselor?
Capt. Brinn
Ah, then come with me, Lt.  
Cmdr. Richter III
::falls to floor and tries to stand::
LtJG. Tharrn
::Raises:: Yeah, that's me...
Ens. Pang
::wonders why Tharrn is being difficult::
Cmdr. Richter III
::takes phaser from his pocket::
Lamar
Richter : did you not know I was the blacksmith ?
LtJG. Quchant
::runs power check on sickbay systems::
LtJG. Tharrn
::Pang:: Don't stare at me, Ensign.
Cmdr. Richter III
::aims phaser at Lamar::
Ens. Pang
::readies herself to help the Doctor if required::
Lt. Varek
CO: I cannot allow you to meet the AT, unguarded sir
Lt. (Doc) Praxton
Tharrn: Relax, this whon't hurt.
Lt. Lenor
::follows the CO... is getting very aggravted with her::
Capt. Brinn
::turns to look at Varek::  Then come with me.
LtJG. Tharrn
Praxton: Relax? I am relaxed... What do you think whom you are talking to, huh?
LtJG. Quchant
Varek: Sir..I have a suggestion
Lt. Varek
::accompanies CO::
Ens. Pang
::gets up ... slowly ...and approaches Tharrn::
Lamar
:::Walks to the chair again ...sits:::
LtJG. Tharrn
::feels cornered and grabs phaser in his pocket::
Capt. Brinn
::makes way to Observation Lounge, with Lenor and Varek::
Lt. Peters
Tac:  I want constant sensor sweeps of the area.  I don't want too many surprises here.
Cmdr. Richter III
Lamar: I have had enough of YOU
Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::grabs a hypo and administers shot to Tharrn to calm down::
Capt. Brinn
:;senses on edge::
LtJG. Quchant
{#}Varek: Sir,I have a suggestion
Ens. Pang
::sees Tharrn going for phaser ...::
Lt. Varek
#Quchant: What is it, Lt?
LtJG. Tharrn
::aims at Praxton:: Stay away from me!
Lt. (Doc) Praxton
Tharrn: what are you doing???????/  ::looks alarmed::
Lt. Peters
<Tac>: Peters.  Yes sir.
Cmdr. Richter III
::puts phaser towards Lamars head, standing about 15 feet away::
Lamar
RIchter : as I have with custom even for the likes of YOU
Ens. Pang
::gets behind Tharrn .... 
Capt. Brinn
::stops outside the entrance, and glances at companions::
Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::steps back::
LtJG. Quchant
#Varek: We could beam the Doc out of the room, gas the Away Team knocking them out and then beam the Doc back in.
Lt. Lenor
::glares at CO::
LtJG. Tharrn
Praxton: Are you afraid now?
Capt. Brinn
::looks at Lenor:: Lt: A problem?
Lt. Peters
Quchant:  Is something going on that I should know?
Cmdr. Richter III
::points phaser:: Lamar: prepare to die
Lt. Varek
#Quchant: Do what you must do, to avoid injury to any crew
Lt. (Doc) Praxton
Tharrn:  Counselor, what do you think you are doing????
Ens. Pang
::does a rugby tackle to Tharrn's legs and, as he falls, grabs the phaser::
Lt. Lenor
CO: Not yet.... sir....
LtJG. Quchant
Peters: The Away Team is...unstable sir
Lt. Varek
::steps toward oservatory doors::
LtJG. Tharrn
::starts to sob:: I think I will kill you, Doctor.
Cmdr. Richter III
::fires Phaser at Lamar::
Lt. (Doc) Praxton
Tharrn: put that phaser away. immediately!
Lamar
Richter from what :::humph ::: you couldn't hurt a fly
Lt. Peters
::Alarm sounds on bridge as phaser fires::
Capt. Brinn
::gathers her own instincts, realizing all is not as it seems::
Lt. Varek
::hears phaser fire behind door::
LtJG. Quchant
#Lt Varek & CO: one moment sir
Lt. Peters
Quchant:  Who firing a phaser?
Lt. Varek
::stands between CO and door::\
LtJG. Quchant
::gases room that AT are in::
Capt. Brinn
::looks at companions, wondering whom she can trust::
Lt. (Doc) Praxton
Tharrn: ::softly:: Counselor, you don't want to harm me or any of the staff.
LtJG. Quchant
Peters: The Away Team...I am knocking them out with gas
Capt. Brinn
Lenor: You seem.....angry.
Lt. Varek
CO: Sir, please stand back
Capt. Brinn
::holds out hand:: What is wrong?
Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::watches as Pang takes phaser from Tharrn::
Lt. Peters
Quchant:  Gas?  where is the Captain now?
Lt. Lenor
CO: me angry???  ::laughs::
Ens. Pang
::repeats the rugby tackle .... and gets the phaser::
LtJG. Quchant
Action: Away Team slump to ground with the effects of the gas
LtJG. Quchant
Peters: Outside the room the away team are in
LtJG. Tharrn
::glares at Pang:: You'll pay for this....
LtJG. Quchant
Peters: With Varek and Lenor
Ens. Pang
keeps both phasers
Lt. Peters
Quchant:  Acknowledged.  Are the AT asleep? :-)
Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::grabs another hypo and puts Tharrn to sleep::
Capt. Brinn
Varek:  We should enter, but full security measures are required.
Ens. Pang
Praxton:: I have him covered ...
Lt. Varek
::opens observatory doors and steps in cautiously::
LtJG. Quchant
::beams the Doctor out of the Room:: {transporter}
LtJG. Tharrn
::relaxes::
Capt. Brinn
::follows, phaser at ready, on stun::
Lt. Peters
Quchant:  Clear the room of gas before they enter
Ens. Pang
Doctor :  Perhaps you should take charge of these phasers ...
Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::whoa transported::
LtJG. Quchant
::clears room of gas and beams doc back in::
Ens. Pang
::sees Doctor disappear and reappear::
Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::re-transports back to sickbay::
Ens. Pang
::sees Tharrn ... relaxed::
Ens. Pang
::dreams::
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THE AT HAVE BEEN BEAMED TO A ROOM AND GASSED BY AN ANAESTHETIC OF SOME KIND
Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::see's Pang and Tharrn on the floor of scikbay
Capt. Brinn
::looks at Praxton::  Doctor: What is going on here?
Lt. Varek
::looks around wondering what has happened::
Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::looks up at CO:: Captain: Tharrn tried to kill me and Pang disarmed him.
Lt. Peters
Quchant:  status report.
LtJG. Tharrn
::snores::
Lamar
::::Is very very dead :::
Ens. Pang
::lies on floor of sickbay::
LtJG. Quchant
Peters: Sir...the Away Team are sedated all bar Lenor...
Lt. Lenor
::sees Richter and Lamar on floor of lounge::
Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::bends over and picks up phasers::
Rich
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